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MECHANISM OF ENSURING QUALITY OF  

HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS’ WORK 

 

The article substantiates the peculiarities of the functioning of the mechanism of ensuring the quality of higher educa-

tional institutions’ work. At the present stage, the process of integration of the national system of higher education into the 

European and world educational space is actively taking place in Ukraine, the modernization of educational activities in 

the context of European requirements is being carried out. Consequently, the assurance of the quality of educational activ-

ities is now on the top of the agenda of higher educational institutions and is one of the criteria of the effectiveness of its 

management. The purpose of the article is to substantiate the theoretical and technological direction of improving the 

quality of educational activities of higher educational institutions in the context of the formation of the corresponding 

mechanism. The objectives of the article are to develop scientific and methodological provisions on the functioning of the 

mechanism of managing the quality assurance system of educational activities of higher educational institutions and con-

ducting an experimental research that will identify the directions of improving the quality of higher education in Ukraine. 

In carrying out the research, the expert methods, in particular the questionnaire method, were used. The conceptual 

scheme of the mechanism of ensuring the quality of educational activities of higher educational institutions is proposed 

and it is determined that the factors affecting the external and internal environment influence the effectiveness of its func-

tioning. The technology of raising the quality of higher education with the participation of the National Agency, based on a 

powerful methodological basis in the form of a quadratic approach: human-centered, systemic, competence and synerget-

ic, has been grounded. The state-public administration can become the newest mechanism of ensuring the quality of higher 

education. The measures of effective functioning of the mechanism of quality assurance of educational activities in higher 

educational institutions have been determined. 

Keywords: higher education, educational process, competitiveness of education, quality of education, educational 

activities, mechanism. 

 

Introduction 

It is obvious that the main characteristic feature of 

the activities of a modern higher educational institution in 

the market conditions should be the focus on the constant 

development of its innovation orientation, on the quality 

of scientific and educational activities. Among the most 

relevant shortcomings of the Ukrainian market of educa-

tional services, it is necessary to indicate the mismatch of 

specialization of students to present-day norms; incom-

plete satisfaction of the demand for the quality of educa-

tion, taking into account high contests for certain special-

ties; quantitative overloading by the disciplines with a 

relatively basic nature of knowledge; duplication of edu-

cational disciplines; the absence of relevant teaching 

methods and more. 

The issue of defining “the quality of education” and 

“the quality of higher education” concepts has always 

been relevant and rather complicated. For example,                    

Y. Korotkov noted that the quality of education was not 

only the result of educational activity, but also the oppor-

tunities for its achievement, which should be represented 

by the factors that influenced and formed the educational 

result depending on the goals of education, methodolo-

gies, content, organization and the technology of educa-

tion (Korotkov, 2014). 

G. G. Azgoldov and A. V. Kostin, on the contrary, 

state that the quality of higher education is a complex 

characteristic of the process of education and training of a 

person (or its result) in the system of higher education, 

which is a combination of only their own characteristics 

got as a result of obtaining an academic degree. But at the 

same time, these characteristics should not include the 

resource costs associated with obtaining the result of 

education (Azgoldov& Kostin, 2012). 

A. O. Chemerys notes that the quality of education 

should be understood in both broad and narrow senses. In 
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broad terms, the quality of education is characterized by 

the quality of the system in accordance with the process, 

the result and the educational system itself, the purpose, 

needs and social norms (standards) of education; in the 

narrow sense, the quality of education relates only to the 

person himself/herself (Chemerys, 1997). 

At the same time, there are studies that raise doubts 

as for the reality of improving the quality of the domestic 

educational system in this format. ‘To hope to systemati-

cally improve higher education, to put it on civilized rails 

and integrate into the European space of higher education 

in a socially sick society is a naive, utopian way ...” 

(Ryabchenko, 2015). And this is true, if we understand 

that the social institution of higher education does not 

function in isolation, but is an organic part of the society, 

in which social relations are very far from civilized ones. 

But one needs to draw attention to the fact that philo-

sophical and managerial sciences are already making the 

first steps towards the improvement of the society in 

terms of substantiation of the ideology of human-centered 

development of Ukraine and the strategy of modernizing 

public administration in the context of this ideology. 

Therefore, without expecting for real changes in the so-

ciety, it is possible to start the process of substantiation of 

the technology of raising the quality of higher education 

in Ukraine in order to implement the Law of Ukraine “On 

Higher Education” according to the trajectory of the ide-

ology of human-centeredness. The achievement of this 

goal is possible by raising the quality of educational activ-

ities of higher education institutions and activities of the 

National Agency of the Quality Assurance of Higher 

Education (jointly with other independent assessment 

institutions) as systems, respectively, of internal and ex-

ternal assurance of the quality of higher education. 

Aim and Tasks 

The purpose of the article is to substantiate the theo-

retical and technological direction of improving the quali-

ty of higher educational institutions’ work in the context 

of the formation of the corresponding mechanism.  

The following tasks are set to reach the goal: the de-

velopment of scientific and methodological provisions 

and the mechanism of managing the quality assurance 

system of educational activities of higher educational 

institutions; carrying out an experimental research that 

will identify the directions of raising the quality of higher 

education in Ukraine. 

Research Methods 

A set of interrelated scientific research methods was 

used: idealization, formalization and modeling - in sub-

stantiating the conceptual approaches to the formation of 

a mechanism for ensuring the quality of educational activ-

ities of higher educational institutions. An empirical study 

was carried out using a methodology that combines the 

approaches of various methods of expert evaluation and 

provides a set of stages. The first stage involves the crea-

tion, through employers (through the State Employment 

Centers), of a passport of competencies in each profes-

sion, which includes three mandatory components: the 

requirements to professional and personal qualifications, 

the requirements for relevant knowledge and the require-

ments for actual skills. The use of qualimetric indices 

allows these requirements to be interpreted quantitatively. 

It provides a passport of competencies with the tool func-

tion, which makes it possible to measure the relevance of 

each individual graduate to this competency passport. The 

second stage covers the identification of professional 

qualifications of university entrants who correspond to the 

chosen specialty. The third stage is related to the determi-

nation in higher educational institutions of those disci-

plines of the relevant knowledge and skills that students 

mostly study in order to obtain the knowledge and skills 

needed by the employers at present and tomorrow. The 

fourth stage is connected with the quality of conducting 

classes by lecturers in terms of finding the means of re-

flexive assimilation of theoretical and fundamental and 

relevant knowledge and skills by students (ie, with the 

gradual replacement of reproductive methods of teaching 

on active, including games). The fifth stage involves 

evaluating the final outcomes of a higher educational 

institution through comparing the achievements of each 

individual graduate with the parameters of a passport of 

competencies. An index method which is based on quali-

metric measurements allows measuring the level of com-

petitiveness of each graduate of a higher educational 

institution. In particular, to form a managerial competence 

passport with the help of the Chernihiv Regional Em-

ployment Center, 87 employers questionnaires were filled 

out in the questionnaires, which asked questions as for the 

level of requirements (quantitatively) to the professional 

qualities, relevant knowledge and skills (Mudra, 2010). It 

becomes realistic if we keep in mind that the parameters 

of the mock-up of the passport of competencies not only 

determine the target specific actions of the participants of 

the educational process, but also become a tool for as-

sessing the level of competitiveness of graduates. Among 

the main professional and personal qualities are the basic 

and desirable ones to ensure success in work. 

The experiment on using the passport of manager’s 

competencies was carried out at the Chernihiv National 

Technological University. Thus, the managers of master’s 

level were trained in two groups, one of which was exper-

imental, that is, with the inclusion of new modules in the 

training. In other groups, the training was carried out in a 

traditional way. In both groups (60 students), the assess-

ment was made both of the availability of professional 

and personal qualities for entrants, and the graduates’ 

compliance with the parameters of the passport of compe-

tencies. 

Results and Discussion 

Currently, the problem of developing and imple-

menting a quality assurance system of educational activi-

ties is new and extremely relevant for domestic higher 

educational institutions. This is due to the change in the 

paradigm of higher education, which is based on the au-

tonomy of educational institutions and a competent ap-

proach to educational activity. Ukraine still lags behind 
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the pan-European level in the field of quality assurance in 

higher education and is at the initial stage of formation of 

this extremely important part of the national education 

system. Stomping on the path of European integration, 

Ukraine has undertaken the duties to bring the quality of 

national education in line with the European standards. 

Educational institutions in accordance with the Law of 

Ukraine “On Higher Education” should form a system of 

internal quality assurance in higher education, which 

should include a policy and appropriate procedures for 

guaranteeing this quality, as well as a strategy of its con-

tinuous improvement. The strategy, policy and procedures 

for improving the quality of educational activities must be 

approved by the educational institution, brought to the 

attention of students, teachers and the public. 

At present, Ukraine has not yet created a comprehen-

sive mechanism for ensuring the quality of higher educa-

tional institutions. The role of its temporary substitute is 

performed by the use of accreditation and licensing sys-

tems, external inspection of higher educational institu-

tions and internal rector’s control. Unfortunately, the 

listed components neither alone nor in aggregate provide 

the systemic influence on the general processes of organi-

zation of the activities of institutions and their content, 

and the effect of constant improvement of the quality of 

education has not been created (Strіеlkоwskі&Gryshоvа, 

2018). 

The main elements of the mechanism of ensuring the 

quality of educational activities in higher educational 

institutions are a subject and an object. First of all, the 

subject is a managerial apparatus, but also scientific and 

pedagogical staff, as well as students themselves. They 

vary in their involvement in managing the quality of edu-

cational activities, affecting its individual aspects, but at 

the same time they are all interested in determining the 

quality of educational activities and searching for effec-

tive management decisions to improve it. The objects are 

the main components of educational activities: resources, 

educational processes and results. 

The effectiveness of functioning the mechanism of 

quality assurance of educational activities is influenced by 

the factors of the external and internal environment, 

among which there are requirements and needs of the 

state, customers, educators, employers and the society, 

which affect the quality and level of satisfaction of needs. 

In addition, the national and European standards for quali-

ty assurance in higher education have an impact on the 

effectiveness of the mechanism. The internal factors in-

fluencing the functioning of the mechanism of quality 

assurance of educational activities are the effectiveness of 

management, in particular planning, organization and 

control of the procedures of the provision of this quality. 

The subjective aspect of the attitude of the participants 

directly to the quality of education, and most importantly, 

their responsibility for its formation are important. There-

fore, the quality culture of educational activities at higher 

educational institutions and the level of self-examination 

and self-control play an important role 

(Nаumоv&Kоvаlеnkо&Sаvіn, 2017; 

Gryshоvа&Zаmlynskyі&Shеstаkоvskа, 2017). 

We suggest a conceptual scheme of the mechanism 

of ensuring the quality of higher educational institutions’ 

work (Fig. 1). 

The novelty of the proposed mechanism lies in the 

consumer-oriented approach to ensuring the quality of 

educational activities. The consumer is the main subject 

who forms the request, determines the requirements to the 

quality of educational services and evaluates the final 

result. Therefore, the process of ensuring the quality of 

educational activities should begin with the study of con-

sumer inquiries, needs and requirements for educational 

services, and finish with the confirmation of the level of 

maximum satisfaction of consumer needs. 

The internal factors also directly affect the quality of 

educational activities. They can be objective and subjec-

tive. The objective factors that determine the quality of 

educational processes and outcomes are the goals and 

objectives of higher educational institutions, internal 

regulations and instructions, a potential and possibilities 

of using them by an educational institution. First of all, 

the responsibility of those who carry out and control them 

is the responsibility of subjective influencers: the leader-

ship of an educational institution at all levels, teachers, 

and, in addition, applicants as the educational process 

participants, whose learning outcomes also depend on 

their consciousness and self-organization. 

The main elements of the mechanism of internal as-

surance of the quality of educational activities are as fol-

lows: the strategy of continuous improvement of the qual-

ity of a higher educational institution’s work, the policy in 

the field of quality and the procedures as for its provision, 

legal instruments and methods of a quality system. 

It is a question of the technology of preparing com-

petitive graduates according to a relatively new profes-

sional standard - a competence passport, which is formed 

with the help of employers, who can be used for fruitful 

cooperation by the State Employment Centers and the 

Ministry of Labor and Social Policy. At the same time, 

the National Agency for the Quality Assurance of Higher 

Education should organize the development of such 

standards with the participation of different subjects who 

have, one way or another, the interest in the training of 

qualified specialists at higher educational institutions. 

The results of the experiment conducted in the 

framework of this study were determined by comparing 

all graduates without exception (more precisely, the actual 

indicators of their achievements) with the parameters of 

the layout of the passport of manager's competencies (Fig. 

2). 
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 Fig. 1. The Conceptual Scheme of the Mechanism of Ensuring the Quality of Higher Educational Institutions’ Work 
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Fig. 2. The Quality of Training of Managers of Organizations (in qualimetric units) 

 

Consequently, during the studies in the experimental 

group, the self-improvement of students has become more 

extensive, which has contributed to raising their level of 

competitiveness and will promote their self-realization in 

work. With these indicators, we can draw the following 

conclusions: firstly, the indicators of the availability of 

professional and personal qualities for the entrants of all 

groups are approximately the same, that is, they differ 

little from each other; and secondly, they sometimes dif-

fer significantly from the layout of the passport of compe-

tencies (0.80); thirdly, during the years of study, the indi-

cators of the presence of significant professional and 

personal qualities of the graduates in comparison with the 

entrants have increased, especially in the experimental 

group, but are still lagging significantly behind (-0.20) 

from the corresponding parameter of the layout of the 

passport of manager’s competencies. The presented tech-

nology of improving the quality of higher education 

through the improvement of the quality of educational 

activities of a higher educational institution with the par-

ticipation of the National Agency is based on a powerful 

methodological basis in the form of a quadratic approach: 

human-centered, systemic, competence and synergetic. 

Since the manocentric approach is fundamental and its 

core is the promotion of self-realization of the individual, 

it is very important in the higher educational institution to 

teach only those who according to their professional and 

personal qualities correspond to the chosen profession. 

Taking into account the requirements of the society, 

the state must determine its position regarding the decen-

tralization of higher education. It follows that by the mod-

ernization of the management of the quality of the educa-

tional sphere it is envisaged: the optimization of organiza-

tional and managerial structures; the change of technolo-

gies of implementation of management functions; the 

introduction of informative computer technologies; the 

effective redistribution of powers and functions between 

local governments and central authorities; the introduction 

of new ethics in management - an equal partnership style 

of relationships, the refusal of petty care and declarative 

communication; the change of methods and forms of 

control, the focus on advanced, subsidiary control, raising 

its competence, the focus on the final result; the im-

provement of the procedure of accreditation, certification 

and licensing of educational institutions; the organization 

of regional and central systems of monitoring the quality 

of provided educational services; the democratization of 

the procedure of the appointment of the leadership of 

educational institutions; the retraining and training of 

managers of different levels; the involvement of talented 

youth in the management (Baimuratov, 2015). 

Another modern mechanism for ensuring the quality 

of higher education can become the state and public ad-

ministration. The implementation of such a mechanism is 

ensured by the functioning of specialized accreditation 

commissions - public organizations that develop tools and 

methods for assessing the quality and check the quality of 

education. The competence of these agencies should in-

clude the training and selection of the experts who will 

carry out inspections, and the publication of the results of 

inspections, performance analysis, the prospects and prob-

lems of the quality education systems. The application of 

such a mechanism for managing the quality of higher 

education is due to the fact that the evaluation will be 

conducted by independent organizations that will not 

represent someone’s private interests and will primarily 

protect the consumer. Taking into account the current 

trends in the modernization of the state mechanisms of 

ensuring the quality of higher education, we can state that 

in Ukraine there is a need to implement such a type of 

managing the quality of higher education (Grуshоvа, 

Nіkоlіuk, Shеstаkоvskа, 2017). 

We offer our own concept of ensuring the quality of 

higher education in Ukraine, according to which the cul-
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ture of public control is based on the quality of education, 

which provides open reporting to the society of the partic-

ipants of educational processes regarding their own scien-

tific and academic achievements, verification of their 

reliability and assessment of the importance of these 

achievements by the society by their own criteria of val-

ues that may be somewhat different for particular interest-

ed groups or individuals depending on their educational 

needs, in a transparent distribution of resources among all 

participants in the sphere of higher education according to 

the results of assessment of their achievements, including 

pre-agreed criteria at the national level. 

The most important measures as for the effective 

functioning of the mechanism of ensuring the quality of 

educational activities in higher educational institutions are 

as follows: 

1. The definition of the national concept of quality 

on the basis of the best European achievements and the 

triangle of knowledge. Modern Ukrainian experts are not 

able to name either general requirements to the quality of 

education, or generally accepted definition that fully 

meets the modern needs of Ukraine. That is why it is 

urgently necessary to develop a model of the system of 

national and general properties that would characterize 

the quality of higher education. Such a model should be 

discussed and disseminated at the national level. Its adop-

tion is important not only by the Ukrainian society, but 

especially by its academic part. 

2. Facilitating the development of their own paths of 

the evolution of higher educational institutions, taking as 

the basis the global concept of unique systems of the 

values that take into account the goals and specifics of 

their activities. Each higher educational institution must 

develop its own unique strategy of evolution with the 

obligatory consideration of the common national system 

of values with the basic demands of the society and the 

specifics of their work. The developed strategy will pre-

sent a model of a new system of values, which will con-

sist of a significant set of properties that reproduce the 

quality of higher education. The developed models for the 

transparency of education and the dissemination of best 

practices should be characterized by openness and full 

access for an external observer. In this way it should in-

crease the level of confidence to the participants with a 

high level of efficiency based on their own value system 

and form the groups of participants of higher education 

with shared views on the quality and interests of educa-

tion. 

3. The development of transparent procedures for 

ensuring the quality of higher education in accordance 

with the chosen value system. For different institutions of 

higher education, especially varied types, procedures can 

be different. The process of monitoring the quality should 

be conducted with the participation of an independent 

agency that will assess the activities of a higher 

educational institution in accordance with the global 

concept of national quality and the system of values of 

higher educational institutions. Indeed, the agency must 

be a member of the ENQA to confirm its independence 

and reliable status and to receive important services from 

the European Quality Assurance Association (Higher 

Education Quality Assurance Association). The 

involvement of the international experts in monitoring 

procedures is mandatory. 

Conclusions 

In order to improve the understanding of the process 

of ensuring the quality of educational activities, a 

mechanism of its provision has been developed that 

determines the interaction between the components of the 

system of internal and external environment. In particular, 

the attention is focused on the strategies of continuous 

improvement of quality; the policy of higher educational 

institutions; resource support; the organization of 

educational process; the control and analysis of the 

quality of educational activities at all stages and levels. 

Since the key result of the quality of higher 

educational institutions’ work is a competitive graduate, 

the main direction of the functioning of the National 

Agency for Assurance the Quality of Education is divided 

into two aspects. The first one is a comprehensive 

assistance to the graduates of higher educational 

institutions through the organization of adequate 

standards for each specialty; the second aspect is the 

control of educational activity of higher educational 

institutions namely in this direction and the responsibility 

for the level of competitiveness of graduates together with 

the higher educational institution. The first aspect is 

related to the organization for each specialty of the 

professional standards of a new format by the National 

Development Agency named the passports of 

competencies, which are formed with the help of 

employers through the state employment centers (the 

latter have departmental work with employers). The 

passport of the competence must be brief and meaningful 

and contain the following sections: 

1. The level of requirements to professional personal 

qualities of a specialist. 

2. The level of requirements to actual knowledge. 

3. The level of requirements to actual skills. 

The use of qualimetry makes it possible to measure 

the “level” quantitatively and present the components of a 

professional standard in the form of parameters. The 

comparison of the real achievements of graduates with the 

parameters of the passport of competencies itself provides 

information on the quality of educational activities of 

higher educational institutions, which will allow to 

manage the process of improving their work in the future 

effectively. The second aspect is related to the control of 

educational activities in this area through monitoring the 

implementation of professional standards, as well as 

through licensing and accreditation. 
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МEХAНIЗМ ЗAБEЗПEЧEННЯ ЯКОCТI НАВЧАЛЬНОЇ ДIЯЛЬНОCТI ЗAКЛAДIВ ВИЩОЇ ОСВІТИ 

У cтaттi обґрунтовaно оcобливоcтi функцiонувaння мeхaнiзму зaбeзпeчeння якоcтi оcвiтньої дiяльноcтi 

вищих нaвчaльних зaклaдiв. Нa cучacному eтaпi в Укрaїнi aктивно вiдбувaєтьcя процec iнтeгрaцiї вiтчизняної 

cиcтeми вищої оcвiти в європeйcький i cвiтовий оcвiтнiй проcтiр, здiйcнюєтьcя модeрнiзaцiя оcвiтньої дiяль-

ноcтi у контeкcтi європeйcьких вимог. A отжe, зaбeзпeчeння якоcтi оcвiтньої дiяльноcтi cьогоднi виходить нa 

пeршe мicцe ceрeд зaвдaнь вищих нaвчaльних зaклaдiв i є одним iз критeрiїв eфeктивноcтi його упрaвлiння. 

Мeтою cтaттi є обґрунтувaння тeорeтико-тeхнологiчного нaпрямку пiдвищeння якоcтi оcвiтньої дiяльноcтi ви-

щих нaвчaльних зaклaдiв у контeкcтi формувaння вiдповiдного мeхaнiзму.  Зaвдaннями cтaттi є розробкa нaуко-

во-мeтодичних положeнь щодо функцiонувaння мeхaнiзму упрaвлiння cиcтeмою зaбeзпeчeння якоcтi оcвiтньої 

дiяльноcтi вищих нaвчaльних зaклaдiв тa провeдeння eкcпeримeнтaльного доcлiджeння, що дозволить iдeнти-

фiкувaти нaпрями пiдвищeння якоcтi вищої оcвiти в Укрaїнi. При виконaннi доcлiджeння викориcтaно eкcпeрт-

нi мeтоди, зокрeмa мeтод aнкeтувaння. Зaпропоновaно концeптуaльну cхeму мeхaнiзму зaбeзпeчeння якоcтi 

оcвiтньої дiяльноcтi вищих нaвчaльних зaклaдiв тa визнaчeно, що нa eфeктивнicть його функцiонувaння 

впливaють чинники зовнiшнього i внутрiшнього ceрeдовищa. Обґрунтовaнa тeхнологiя пiдвищeння якоcтi 

вищої оcвiти зa учacтю Нaцiонaльного агeнтcтвa, якa бaзуєтьcя нa потужнiй мeтодологiчнiй оcновi у виглядi 

квaдри пiдходiв: людиноцeнтричного, cиcтeмного, компeтeнтнicного та cинeргeтичного. Зaзнaчeно, що 

новiтнiм мeхaнiзмом зaбeзпeчeння якоcтi вищої оcвiти можe cтaти дeржaвно-громaдcькe упрaвлiння. Визнaчeно 

зaходи щодо eфeктивного функцiонувaння мeхaнiзму зaбeзпeчeння якоcтi оcвiтньої дiяльноcтi у вищих 

нaвчaльних зaклaдaх. 

Ключовi cловa: вищa оcвiтa, нaвчaльний процec, конкурeнтоcпроможнicть оcвiти, якicть оcвiти, оcвiтня 

дiяльнicть, мeхaнiзм. 
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